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        ANSWER ANY SIX QUESTIONS 

 

1. a)  Prove that lim��� √� 	 3 � 2  

b)  Let  be a nondecreasing function on the bounded open interval ��, �� .  If  is  

      bounded above on ��, �� then prove that  lim
����

��� exists.       (10+7) 

 

2. a)  If  and � are real valued functions, if  is continuous at �, � is continuous at ���  

     then prove that �� is continuous at �. 

b)  Prove that the real valued function  is continuous at � � �� if and only if  

     whenever �������
�  is a sequence of real numbers converging to � then the    

     sequence  ����!
���

�
 converges to ���.             (9+8) 

 

3. a)  Prove that in an Euclidean space #$ every cauchy sequence is convergent. 

b)  Prove that in any metric space �%, &� every compact subset ' is complete.     (9+8) 

 

4. a)  Let : % � ' be a function from one metric space �%, &)� to another �', &*�. Then  

     prove that  is continuous on % if and only if for every open set + in ', the inverse  

     image ,��+� is open in S. 

b)  Let : % � ' be a function from one metric space �%, &)� to another �', &*�.  If   

     is continuous on a compact subset - of % then prove that �-� is a compact subset   

     of '.  Prove that in particular, �-� is closed and bounded in '.                     (9+8) 

 

5. a)  Define homeomorphism. 

b)  Define connected set. 

c)  State and prove Bolzano’s theorem.           (4+4+9) 

 

6. a)  Prove that a metric space % is connected if and only if every two valued function  

     on % is constant. 

b)  State and prove the fixed point theorem.              (9+8) 

 

7. a)  Let  be a bounded function on .�, �/.  Then prove that every upper sum for  is  

     greater than or equal to every lower sum for . 

b)  State and prove the chain rule.              (9+8) 

 

8. a)  State and prove Rolle’s theorem. 

b)  State and prove the first fundamental theorem of calculus. 

                    (9+8)                                              
���������������������������������������� 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


